
Girls Who Code 
Day 5



Facts About Me
(in pictures)
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““I don’t use work from the past as a literal 
guide; rather, those artifacts reinforce a view 
that simple images can communicate with wide 
audiences over time. Icon design is like solving a 
puzzle, trying to marry an image and idea that, 
ideally, will be easy for people to understand and 

remember.” 
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1.
Susan Kare
Artist and Graphic Designer



Susan Kare
༝ She was born in Ithaca, New York
༝ First woman that worked in Apple
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2.
Review: Booleans, If 
Statements, While 
Loops



AND vs OR 
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○ AND (&&)
◦ true && true = true
◦ true && false = false
◦ false && true = false
◦ false && false = false

I’m in high school
AND

 I like chocolate
 AND

 I love computer science

To be true, ALL must be true

○ OR (||)
◦ true || true = true
◦ true || false = true
◦ false || true = true
◦ false || false = false

I’m hungry. I want
 rice OR spaghetti.

EITHER or BOTH would 
make you happy.



Do different things based on a condition 
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if ( it will rain )  {

wear rainboots

wear sandals

}

else   {

}

parentheses around boolean condition 

curly braces around 
what you want to 
happen if it rains

same for the “else”



While Loop 

While ( the weather is good ) {

I will go outside

}
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parentheses around boolean condition 

curly braces 
around what you 
want to do if the 
weather is good 



and we keep building a snowman...
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༝ https://tinyurl.com/frozenHrt
GWC



3.
For Loop



For Loop 

For ( var temp = 0; temp < 60; temp++ ) {

I will wear winter clothes

}
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curly braces 
around what you 
want to do if the 
temperature is 
less than 60 
degrees

Make the variable 

Defines when 
the loop stops

How the variable 
changes



For Loops vs. While Loops
Benefits of For Loops:
༝ Simplifies your 

code so it’s easier 
to read

༝ Good for when 
you’re adding or 
subtracting a 
number until it hits 
a certain value

Benefits of While Loops:
༝ Gives more flexibility

༝ Used if you aren’t 
sure exactly how 
many times the loops 
executes—condition 
doesn’t have to rely 
on a number 
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BACK to our lovely, trusty snowman!
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༝ https://tinyurl.com/frozenHrt
GWC



4.
Draw Function



5.
Good Programming 
Practices



How do we make this code more… readable?
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Good Programming Practices
༝ Comment your code!
༝ Make names and variables short 

and meaningful!
༝ Try to reuse code over rewriting 

code
༝ Format your code in a readable 

manner
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Projects for Today!
༝ Bouncing Ball (animated, if statement review)

○ https://tinyurl.com/bouncyBallGWC 
༝ Exploding Sun! (draw loop, if statements)

○ https://tinyurl.com/GWCsun
༝ A Loopy Landscape (while loop, could be animated)

○ https://tinyurl.com/Loop318
༝ A Shooting Star

○ https://tinyurl.com/GWCstar
༝ Or if you really want to go crazy and do something 

else…
○ https://tinyurl.com/GWCnewproj

https://tinyurl.com/bouncyBallGWC
https://tinyurl.com/GWCsun
https://tinyurl.com/Loop318
https://tinyurl.com/GWCstar
https://tinyurl.com/GWCnewproj

